
Re: Bulleid Brake No. 4279.  
 
This was one of 105 vehicles ordered in three batches by Southern Railway in 1946 to 
form thirty-five 3-car main line sets. The order consisted of 70 semi-saloon brake 
thirds and 35 corridor compos, all manufactured by Birmingham Railway Carriage & 
Wagon Co at its Smethwick factory and built contemporaneously with twenty-four 3-
car sets constructed in the SR workshops at Eastleigh (bodies) and Lancing (frames).  
 
The BRCW vehicles were delivered between December 1947 and April 1949. 
Numbers allocated to the brake thirds were 4209-30/51-98 and to the compos, 5775-
94/8-822. The coaches were formed into sets nos 795-829. Brake thirds nos 4209-28, 
in sets 795-804, differed in having a 4-seat coupe backing on to the guards van rather 
than the usual 8-seat compartment featured in the rest of the build. After a brief period 
on the Western section those ten sets went East for London-Ramsgate-Dover work, 
being classified as ‘M’. The remainder, with the 48-seat brakes and classified ‘L’ like 
the contemporary SR-built 3-sets, remained on the Western section for Waterloo-
West of England services. 
 
All the vehicles in this order differed in a number of respects from earlier stock 
corridor stock, which had a door to each compartment. To provide a tidy uniform 
appearance in each 3-car set brake thirds were built 'mirror image'. Early Bulleid 
stock, dating from 1945, though ordered and part-built in 1940, followed this basic 
trend but the 1946 builds in this style were provided with a frame 5’ 5” longer than 
the Maunsell ‘standard’ and a body with an additional compartment bringing its 
length up to 64’ 6”.  
 
The Bulleid style adopted thereafter, and which influenced the increase in length, 
stemmed from a prototype corridor compo, no 5751, outshopped in September 1945. 
In this each individual compartment door was done away with and a central vestibule 
added to those provided at each end, so making the compartments accessible only 
from the corridor. Thus the need for mirror image brakes no longer existed.  
 
One peculiarity of these contractor-built vehicles is the high level of the windows’ 
lower edge. This corresponds to the level of the droplights in the doors though exactly 
why this peculiarity occurred is not clear. The explanation may be due to the design 
preceding that of the prototype no 5751 or, perhaps, that BRCW were given basic 
dimensions rather than precise drawings. Whatever the case the look is quite 
distinctive if rather disconcerting when compared with all the later stock having much 
deeper windows. (In my opinion no stock, and not just SR, beats the look of the 
carriages in the 1947/8-built Bournemouth 6-car dining sets, which have the 
bodywork carried down to cover the solebars, just as it was in many though not all 
subsequently-built coaches.) 
 
As to no 4279 itself, this was outshopped by BRCW as one of a batch of six in 
January 1949. It was allocated to set no 820 in company with no 4280 and compo no 



5813. It remained in this set until withdrawal in April 1966, the compo lasting another 
five months and the counterpart brake third finally meeting its end a year after that. 
 
(Technical data from ‘Bulleid’s SR Steam Passenger Stock’ by David Gould. Some 
info also gleaned from Dendy Marshall’s definitive – if not always precisely accurate! 
– history of the SR, though the late, great R W Kidner in later editions ironed out 
many of the earlier errors.) 
 
By Jeremy Clarke 
 


